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EAST AFRICAN TRADE NETWORK  
 

Who is EATN? 

The East African Trade Network is a coalition bringing together civil society organizations, farmer groups               

and trade unions drawn from Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda and Burundi to deliberate and influence               

various policies that affect their respective spheres. The network, though partnership, works to bridge              

the local, national, regional and global information gaps on development issues, in particular on trade,               

investments, finance and development.  

 KENYA – US FTA 
 

Facts about Kenya and US trade relations 

Kenya is currently the U.S.‘s 98th largest goods trading partner with $1.0 billion in total (two way) goods                  

trade during 2018. Goods exports totaled $365 million; goods imports totaled $644 million.  

“Exports  

❖ Kenya was the United States' 110th largest goods export market in 2018. 

❖ U.S. goods exports to Kenya in 2018 were $365 million, down 19.7% ($89 million) from 2017 and                 

down 17.5% from 2008. 

❖ The top export categories (2-digit HS) in 2018 were: aircraft ($103 million), machinery ($41              

million), plastics ($37 million), electrical machinery ($31 million), and special other (repairs) ($16             

million).  

❖ U.S. total exports of agricultural products to Kenya totaled $37 million in 2018. Leading domestic               

export categories include: coarse grains (ex. corn) ($10 million), wheat ($6 million), pulses ($5              

million), vegetable oils (ex. soybean) ($3 million), and planting seeds ($3 million).  

Imports 

❖ Kenya was the United States' 85th largest supplier of goods imports in 2018.  

❖ U.S. goods imports from Kenya totaled $644 million in 2018, up 12.6% ($72 million) from 2017,                

and up 87.5% from 2008. 



❖ The top import categories (2-digit HS) in 2018 were: woven apparel ($240 million), knit apparel               

($153 million), edible fruit & nuts (cocoa, brazil, cashew) ($74 million), special other (returns)              

($55 million), and coffee, tea & spice (coffee) ($50 million).  

❖ U.S. total imports of agricultural products from Kenya totaled $154 million in 2018. Leading              

categories include: tree nuts ($75 million), coffee, unroasted ($43 million), tea, including herb             

($17 million), essential oils ($11 million), and other vegetable oils ($3 million).  

Investment  

❖ U.S. foreign direct investment (FDI) in Kenya (stock) was $405 million in 2017, a 7.5% decrease                

from 2016.  

❖ There is no information on the distribution of U.S. FDI in Kenya.  

❖ No data on Kenya's FDI in the U.S. are available. There is no information on the distribution of                  

Kenya FDI in the U.S.  

Source: USTR‘s website: The Office of the United States Trade Representative is the United States               

government agency responsible for developing and recommending United States trade policy to the             

president of the United States. 

What is an FTA? 

A Free Trade Agreement or Treaty is a pact between two or more nations designed to reduce barriers to                 

imports and exports among them. Under a free trade agreement, goods and services can be bought and                 

sold across international borders with little or no government tariffs, quotas, subsidies, or prohibitions              

to inhibit their exchange.  

How Many FTAs does the US have in Africa? 

The U.S. has concluded only one FTA with an African country – Morocco. The U.S. - Morocco FTA was                   

concluded in 2004 and entered into force in 2006.  

A US-Kenya FTA will be the first such agreement between the U.S. and a country in sub-Saharan Africa.                  

The U.S. has concluded bilateral investment treaties (BITs) with eight countries in Africa: Rwanda (2008),               

Mozambique (1998), Congo (1990), Egypt (1996), Cameroon (1986), Morocco (1985), DRC (1984), and             

Senegal (1983).  

Moreover, concluding a comprehensive, high-standard agreement with Kenya is premised to serve as a              

model for additional trade agreements across Africa. 

Beyond Africa, the United States has concluded FTAs with 21 countries: -  Australia  Bahrain                  

Canada  Chile  Colombia  Costa Rica  Dominican Republic  El Salvador  Guatemala                  

Honduras  Israel  Jordan  Korea  Mexico  Nicaragua  Oman  Panama  Peru                   

Singapore  



 

What are the four (4) key risks of signing an FTA with the US 

1. This would be the first trade agreement between the U.S. and a Sub-Saharan African country.               
The US further hopes to conclude an agreement that can serve as a model for additional                
agreements in Africa. Coming at a time when the region is just beginning to implement the                
Continental Free Trade Agreement, it will undermine Africa’s regional integration.  

2. There is possible exposure to trade and investment disputes. Experience shows that trade             
and investment disputes have real financial implications for countries in Africa in terms             
of monetary awards, legal costs, and accrued interests. In an award of August 31, 2018,               
an ICSID tribunal ordered the Arab Republic of Egypt (Egypt) to pay approximately US              
$2 billion in compensation to Unión Fenosa Gas, a Spanish company making it one of the                
largest known investment treaty awards to have been issued by an ICSID tribunal. In              
2013, a tribunal ordered Libya to pay US $935 million in a dispute over a land-leasing                
contract.  

3. Kenya runs the risk of having regulatory chill. This is when countries are unwilling to               
implement progressive legislation for human rights or environmental conservation.         
Although hitherto ignored by developing countries, recent studies demonstrate that mere           
threat of an investor-State arbitration can caused regulatory chill and discourages States            
from undertaking measures aimed at protection and promotion of human rights and            
environment.  

● Finally, while corporations are typically well represented in trade negotiations involving 
powerful economies and have historically successfully advanced their interests in FTAs, 
the interest of stakeholders in Kenya may not be well represented.  

What areas of the economy will be adversely affected by the FTA? 

The agreement could spell doom for Kenya’s agricultural sector and manufacturing due to stiff              

competition. 

Trade in goods: There would be comprehensive duty-free access for U.S. industrial goods (including U.S.               

textile and apparel products).  

Food security: There will be comprehensive market access for U.S. agricultural goods and non-tariff              

barriers against U.S. agricultural goods. There will equally be specific commitments for trade in products               

developed through agricultural biotechnologies. The agreement will likely impact food security as the             

ability of local farmers to produce will be limited by stiff competition from subsidized products from the                 

US market. It may also it limit the ability of the Kenyan government to regulate risky pesticides or                  

agricultural technologies. 

Investments: There will be security for U.S. investors in Kenya important rights consistent with U.S. legal                

principles and practice, while ensuring that Kenyan investors in the United States are not accorded               



greater substantive rights than domestic investors. The agreement will also establish rules that reduce              

or eliminate barriers to U.S. investment in all sectors in Kenya.  

 

What trade mechanism exists between Kenya and the US and how will it be impacted? 

Presently, most of Kenya‘s export to the United States enjoy duty-free access under the African Growth                

and Opportunities Act (AGOA). Any move to discontinue AGOA would deal a devastating blow to the                

Kenyan economy.  

There is no existing FTA between the U.S. and Kenya or between U.S. and the East African Community                  

(EAC). The U.S. signed a Trade and Investment Framework Agreements (TIFA) with the EAC in 2008, and                 

with the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa in 2001. Unlike FTAs, TIFAs do not impose                 

liberalization commitments on participating States.  

 What are the key issues in an FTA that negotiating countries should be alive to? 

FTA negotiations vary in terms of their duration, seriousness, and details. One cannot always tell what                

one will be dealing with.  

 

Moreover, until the Kenyan Government publishes its own negotiation priorities, it is impossible to              

know the parameters for the negotiation. There are presently, many unanswered questions. Recent             

experiences suggest that, when negotiating parties are serious and have defined interests to             

protect/secure, U.S. trade negotiations can be lengthy and drawn out. The U.S.-China trade talks last               

about twelve months and produced only a mini deal. Although the USMCA involved a renegotiation of                

an existing agreement, trade talks lasted about 16 months. 

 

What is also important for countries are the details in the document. For instance the United                

States–Mexico–Canada Agreement (USCMA) is a humongous 2,410-page trade scheme. It therefore           

behooves anyone going into such agreements to ensure they properly brief and send teams that will                

alive to all the details in the agreement. 

 

What are the legal and regulatory risks and implications of an FTA? 

Experience shows that trade and investment disputes have real financial implications for countries in              

Africa in terms of monetary awards, legal costs, and accrued interests. Here are some examples to                

reflect:  

In an award of August 31, 2018, an International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID)                

tribunal ordered the Arab Republic of Egypt (Egypt) to pay approximately US $2 billion in compensation                

to Unión Fenosa Gas, a Spanish company making it one of the largest known investment treaty awards                 

to have been issued by an ICSID tribunal.  

In 2013, a tribunal ordered Libya to pay US $935 million in a dispute over a land-leasing contract.  



An FTA can have regulatory chill (scare). Although hitherto ignored by developing countries, studies              

demonstrate that mere threat of an investor-State arbitration can cause regulatory chill and discourages              

States from undertaking measures aimed at protection and promotion of human rights and             

environment. 

What timelines do the trade negotiations have? 

Kenya intends to kick off its negotiations in July this year by establishing the team to lead the process                   

and negotiating issues or policy to guide the process. 

Though yet formal or made public, the agreement could be concluded as early as November 2020,                

before the US goes to a General Election.  

How far have the trade negotiations gone? 

The US has identified at least twenty-one (21) key priorities for negotiations: 1. Trade in Goods 2.                 

Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures 3. Rules of Origin 4. Technical Barriers to Trade 5. Good Regulatory                

Practices 6. Transparency, Publication, and Administrative Measures 7. Trade in Services, Including            

Telecommunications and Financial Services 8. Digital Trade in Goods and Services and Cross-Border Data              

Flows 9. Investment 10. Intellectual Property 11. Procedural Fairness for Pharmaceuticals and Medical             

Devices 12. State-Owned and Controlled Enterprises 13. Subsidies 14. Competition Policy 15. Labor 16.              

Environment 17. Anti-Corruption 18. Trade Remedies 19. Government Procurement 20. Small and            

Medium-Sized Enterprises 21. Dispute Settlement  

Kenya has yet to identify or publish the issues or priorities under negotiations. Moreover, the Kenyan                

government must respond specifically to all issues identified the negotiation objectives published by the              

U.S.  

What trade lessons should Kenya take from recent trade negotiations involving the United States? 

In these processes, while corporations are typically well represented in trade negotiations involving             

powerful economies and have historically successfully advanced their interests in FTAs, the interest of              

stakeholders in many developing countries are not usually well represented. Moreover, unlike many             

developing countries, most developed economies go into negotiation with an impressive team of             

attorneys, who ensure all if not most of their interests are secured, to the impairment of the developing                  

country. 

What should Kenya keep in mind heading into the negotiations? 

Experts assert that comprehensive trade deals of the size envisioned by the United States are not easy                 

to pull off. The United States will undoubtedly be the more dominant player in a Kenya-U.S. FTA                 

negotiation. Indeed, few countries come close to negotiating on parity with Washington. Consequently,             

it is important that the Kenyan Government is fully briefed on:  

❖ The critical pillars of President Trump‘s trade policy.  



❖ The critical aspects of President Trump‘s trade strategy and capacity.  

❖ The important lessons that Kenya could draw from recent trade negotiations and/or deals             

involving the United States.  

❖ The potential risks to domestic regulatory space of a comprehensive Kenya-U.S. FTA.  

❖ The potential risks to domestic and regional policy coherence of a comprehensive Kenya-U.S.             

FTA.  

❖ Controversial issues that might prolong talks.  

What next for Econews in this FTA? 

Econews has undertaken a legal analysis of the proposed FTA, based on available information. It shall                

undertake a comprehensive one once Kenya publishes its priorities. It shall also undertake an              

econometric analysis, as both legal and economic analysis are important to inform extensive             

interventions. 

Econews shall also update this Q&A once more details by Kenya are published. 

 

- ENDS- 


